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Neural Net-Based Redesign of Transonic Turbines for Improved Unsteady

Aerodynamic Performance

NATERIK. MADAVAN, MAN MOHAN RAI, and FRANK W. HUBER*

Ames Research Center

Summary Introduction

A recently developed neural net-based aerody-

namic design procedure is used in the redesign of a

transonic turbine stage to improve its unsteady
aerodynamic performance. The redesign procedure

used incorporates the advantages of both tradi-

tional response surface methodology (RSM) and

neural networks by employing a strategy called

parameter-based partitioning of the design space.

Starting from the reference design, a sequence of
response surfaces based on both neural networks

and polynomial fits are constructed to traverse the

design space in search of an optimal solution that

exhibits improved unsteady performance. The pro-

cedure combines the power of neural networks and

the economy of low-order polynomials (in terms of

number of simulations required and network train-

ing requirements). A time-accurate, two-dimen-
sional, Navier-Stokes solver is used to evaluate the

various intermediate designs and provide inputs to

the optimization procedure. The optimization pro-

cedure yields a modified design that improves the

aerodynamic performance through small changes

to the reference design geometry. The computed

results demonstrate the capabilities of the neural

net-based design procedure, and also show the tre-

mendous advantages that can be gained by includ-

ing high-fidelity unsteady simulations that capture

the relevant flow physics in the design optimization

process.

A patent application that covers some of the original ideasin
this report has been filed by NASA. This report has been sub-

The aerodynamic design of transonic high pressure

(HP) aircraft engine turbines is complicated by the

presence of shocks, wakes, tip leakage, and other

secondary flow effects in the flow field. These

shocks, wakes, and vortical flows are ingested by

downstream stages, resulting in complex interac-
tions with one another and with the flow in these

stages. All of these effects are complicated further

by the inherent unsteadiness of the flow field that
results from the relative motion of the rotor and

stator rows and gives rise to unsteady interactions
both within the HP turbine stages and between the

• HP turbine and the adjacent low pressure (LP) tur-

bine stages. These unsteady interactions may be

large enough to affect the time-averaged features of
the flow. Cooling and heat transfer are also impor-

tant considerations in the design process, since

most HP turbine blades are typically cooled to

withstand high operating temperatures. The heat

transfer is closely coupled to the unsteady aerody-

namics and is often affected greatly by it. However,
heat transfer will not be addressed in this article

since the emphasis here is on aerodynamic design.

Several experimental investigations of transonic

turbines aimed at characterizing shock formation

(ref. 1), unsteady stage interactions (ref. 2), heat

transfer effects (ref. 3), and other physical flow

phenomena involved have been carried out over the

years. Various numerical investigations of these

flow fields ranging from single blade row computa-

tions to time-accurate Navier-Stokes computations

in two dimensions (ref. 4, 5, 6) and more recently

in three dimensions (ref. 7, 8) have also added to

our understanding of these flows.

mitted for review towardpresentation at the 35th AIAA/ASME/ .....
SAE/ASEEJoint PropulsionConference and Exhibit, June 20- Modem HP turbines are usually composed of

24, 1999,Los Angeles, CA. either one or two stages. Two-stage turbines are
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moreefficient(ref.8).Single-stageturbinesare
lighterandcompactbutoperatein thetransonic
regimeandsufferefficiencypenaltiesduetoshock
lossesandhighaerodynamicbladeloadings
(ref.8).Typically,weakobliqueshocksoccurat
thestatorandrotorairfoiltrailingedges.Thestator
vaneshockinteractswithadjacentstatorvanesand
downstreamrotorbladesto setupacomplexpat-
ternof directandreflectedshockwaves(seeGiles
(ref.4) andAbharietal.(ref.5) for instructive
illustrateddescriptions)withinthestage.Therotor
bladetrailingedgeshockontheotherhandinter-
actswith thedownstreamLPstage.Theefficiency
penaltiesresultingfromtheseshockscanbequite
large.Forexample,Giles(ref.4)notesthatthe
unsteadyshocksareresponsiblefora40%varia-
tionin thelift ontherotor,resultinginstructural
vibrations,increasedlosses,andtemporaryleading
edgeboundarylayerseparationontherotorsuction
surface;JennionsandAdamczyk(ref.8) reporta
turbinedesignwhereit wasspeculatedthata5.6%
lossinefficiencywasduelargelyto theHProtor
shockinteractionswiththeLPturbinestatorvanes.
Evenin two-stagedesignsthataredesignedto
operatein thesubsonicregime,thereis thepoten-
tial for unsteadyshocksin theflow fieldwithhigh
bladeloadings.Becauseof thedetrimentaleffects
of theseshocks,suchasdegradedaerodynamic
performance,unsteadystresses,fatigue,vibration,
andreducedbladelife,designershaveto payspe-
cial attentionto them.A designoptimization
methodthatwouldhelpthedesignersin their
effortstomitigatetheeffectsof theseshockswould
serveasaveryusefultool.

A varietyof formaloptimizationmethodshave
beendevelopedin thepastandappliedtoturbine
design.Theseincludeinversedesignmethods(see,
e.g.,DemeulenaereandVandenBraembussche
(ref.9)),bladeshapeoptimizationprocedures(see,
e.g.,Chattopadhyayetal.(ref. 10)),andmultidisci-
plinaryoptimizationproceduresthatintegratethe
heattransferandaerodynamiceffects(ref.11).The
gasturbineindustryhasalsobeenincorporating
designoptimizationtechniquesin theturbine
designprocessforsometimenow.Therearesev-
eralreferencesin theliterature(see,e.g.,Tongand
Gregory(ref. 12),andSheltonetal. (ref. 13))deal-
ing withtheuseof acommerciallyavailableopti-
mizationenvironment(iSight)in preliminary

designaswellasdesignoptimization.However,
mostof thisworkhasitsbasisin traditionalnumer-
icaloptimizationprocedures.

Morerecently,theauthorshavedevelopedadiffer-
entapproachto turbomachinerybladedesignopti-
mizationthatisbasedonneuralnetworks
(ref. 14,15).Thismethodoffersseveraladvantages
overtraditionaloptimizationprocedures.First,
neuralnetworksareparticularlysuitableformulti-
dimensionalinterpolationof datathatlackstruc-
ture.Theycanprovideagreaterlevelof flexibility
thanothermethodsindealingwithdesignin the
contextof unsteadyflows,partialandcomplete
datasets,combinedexperimentalandnumerical
data,theneedtoincludevariousconstraintsand
rulesof thumb,andotherfeaturesthatcharacterize
theaerodynamicdesignprocess.Second,neural
networksprovideanaturalframeworkwithin
whichasuccessionof numericalsolutionsof
increasingfidelityincorporatingmoreandmoreof
therelevantflowphysicscanberepresentedand
utilizedsubsequentlyfor optimization.Third,and
perhapsmostimportant,neuralnetworksofferan
excellentframeworkfor multidisciplinarydesign
optimization.Simulationtoolsfromvariousdisci-
plinescanbeintegratedwithinthisframework.
Efficientusecanalsobemadeofparallelcomput-
ingresources.Rapidtrade-offstudiesacrossoneor
manydisciplinescanalsobeperformed.

Whileneuralnetworkshavebeenusedinother
applications,includingaeronautics,for sometime
now,theirapplicationto turbinedesignoptimiza-
tionisrelativelynew.Theonlyotherreferencein
thisareaistheworkof Sanz(ref.16),whousesa
neuralnetworktodetermine,fromadatabaseof
inputpressuredistributions,apressuredistribution
thatwouldproducetherequiredflowconditions.
Aninversedesignmethodis thenusedto compute
theairfoilshapethatcorrespondsto thisdesired
pressuredistribution.In otherwork(ref.17),
althoughnotdirectlyrelatedto neuralnetworks,a
turbineaerodynamicdesignmethodisdeveloped
thatisbasedonanevolutionaryoptimizationtech-
niqueanduses"reinforcementlearning"to learn
adaptivelyfromthedesignenvironment.

Thispaperreportsoncontinuingworkbythe
authorsindevelopinganeuralnetwork-basedtur-
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bomachinerybladedesignmethod.It dealswith
theapplicationof thismethod(ref. t5) totherede-
signof atransonicI-IPturbinewith thegoalof
improvingitsunsteadyaerodynamicperformance.
Theturbinechosenhereisatwo-stageconfigura-
tionwithanaggressivedesigncharacterizedby
highturninganglesandhighspecific-workper
stage(ref. 18).Ourinterestis inthefirststageof
thisconfiguration.Althoughtheturbineisdesigned
tooperatein thehigh-subsonicregime,anunsteady
analysisshowsverystronginteractioneffectsdue
tothepresenceof anunsteadymovingshockin the
axialgapregionbetweenthestatorandrotorrows.
It ishypothesizedthatthestrengthof thisshock
canbereducedbyoptimizingtheairfoilgeome-
tries,andtheoverallunsteadyaerodynamicperfor-
manceof theturbinecantherebybeimproved.
Sincetheshockcanonlybediscernedbyan
unsteadyaerodynamicanalysis,a time-accurate
Navier-Stokessolver(ref. 19)iscoupledto the
neuralnet-basedoptimizerandprovidessimulation
inputstoit. Theresultspresentedheredemonstrate
thattheneural-netbasedoptimizationmethod
yieldsamodifieddesignthatisveryclosetothe
referencedesignandachievesthesameworkout-
put,yethasbetterunsteadyaerodynamicperfor-
mancesincetheflowthroughit isshock-free.

Therestofthisreportdealswiththeapplicationof
thedesignoptimizationmethodof RaiandMada-
van(ref. 15)totheredesignof atransonicHPtur-
bine.Thedesigngoalis toimproveits unsteady
aerodynamicperformance.Detailsregardingthe
redesignprocedureandtheresultsobtainedaredis-
cussedin thefollowingsections.

The Reference Design

The transonic turbine that is considered for rede-

sign in this report is a preliminary design devel-

oped by Pratt and Whitney for a new generic gas
generator (G 3) turbine (ref. 18). This turbine is

designed to operate in the high-subsonic regime.

Table 1 lists all the relevant flow and geometry

parameters for the turbine, a two-stage configura-
tion that is characterized by very high turning

angles (160 deg. in the rotor passage) and high spe-

cific work per stage. Further, low-convergence air-

foil shapes are used for the rotor blades. All these

features made the design process for this turbine

very critical. In particular, the 160 deg. turning

angle was well above most existing designs.

Because this design was so far beyond the range of

their existing data base, the designers were unsure
of the effects of unsteady interactions on turbine

performance. A post-design unsteady time-accu-

rate analysis of the flow was performed (ref. 6) as a

final evaluation of the design. This analysis

revealed significant unsteady effects and an

unsteady shock on the suction surface of the stator

that spanned the gap region and impinged on the

rotor blades as they passed by the stator airfoils.

The position of this unsteady moving shock on the

stator suction surface and its strength oscillated

periodically in time at blade-passing frequency.

The shock is entirely due to the stator-rotor interac-

tion and any analysis that does not account for this
interaction will fail to indicate the presence of the

shock (ref. 6). On the basis of these findings, a

design modification that increased the axial gap
between the stator and rotor rows (from 30% of

mean chord to 75% of mean chord) was recom-

mended. Unsteady analysis of this modified design

showed that the flow through the stage was shock-

free. The uncooled stage efficiency of the modified

design was also higher, and the overall perfor-
mance level was closer to that expected by the

designers. The reference design in this report is the

original design without the axial gap modification.



Table1.Geometryandflowparametersforthe
referenceandmodifieddesigns.All anglesare
measuredfromtheaxialdirection.

ReterenceModltledParameter
Design Design

Numberofstatorvanes 38

Numberofrotorblades 52

0.455

38

52

Pressureratioacrossstage
UnitReynoldsNumberatstator
inlet(perinch)
RPM

Ratioofspecificheats

490,000

24,000

1.3699
0.0°Statorinflowangle

Statoroutflowangle 83.i°

Rotor-relativeinflowangle 79.4°

Rotor-relativeoutflowangle -82.0°
StatorinflowMachnumber 0.0585

0.455

490,000

24,000
1.3699

0.0°

83.2°

79.4°

82.0°

0.0587

The Redesign Procedure

General Objective

In this report we use our recently developed neural

net-based turbomachinery airfoil design procedure

to improve the reference design by successfully

mitigating the effects of the unsteady shock. We

accomplish our redesign objective by optimizing

the shape of the airfoils while maintaining the orig-

inal axial gap (30% of mean chord). Our purpose is

to demonstrate the capabilities of our method in

unsteady design and also to show the tremendous

advantages that can be gained by including high-

fidelity unsteady simulations that capture the rele-

vant flow physics in the design optimization pro-
cess.

Airfoil Geometry Parameterization

Geometry parameterization and prudent selection

of design variables are among the most critical

aspects of any shape optimization procedure. Since

this study focuses on airfoil redesign, the ability to

represent various airfoil geometries with a com-

mon set of geometrical parameters is essential.

Variations of the airfoil geometry can be obtained

then by smoothly varying these parameters. Geo-

metrical constraints imposed for various reasons,

structural, aerodynamic (e.g., to eliminate flow

separation), etc., should be included in this para-

metric representation as much as possible. Addi-

tionally, the smallest number of parameters should

be used to represent the family of airfoils.

The method used for parameterization of the airfoil

geometries is described in Rai and Madavan

(ref. 15) and is reviewed here for completeness.

Figure 1 illustrates the method for a generic airfoil.
Some salient features of the method are noted:

1. The leading edge is constructed using two differ-

ent ellipses, one for the upper surface and one for

the lower surface. The eccentricity of the upper

ellipse and the semi-minor axes of both ellipses are

specified as geometric parameters (%, tu , and

t l ), respectively. All other related parameters can
be determined analytically. The major axes of both

ellipses are aligned with the tangent to the camber

line at the leading edge. This tangent is initially

aligned with the inlet flow but is allowed to rotate

as the design proceeds. The angles c_u and a t
determine the extent of the region in which the

leading edge is determined by these ellipses. The

two ellipses meet in a slope-continuous manner.

2. The trailing edge can also be constructed in a

similar manner with the major axes of the ellipses

aligned with the tangent to the camber line at the

trailing edge. However, in this study the trailing
edge was defined using a single circle. The angles

I]u and 13t determine the extent of the region in
which the trailing edge is determined by this circle.

3. The region of the upper surface between the

upper leading edge ellipse and the trailing edge cir-

cle is defined using a tension spline. This tension

spline meets the leading edge ellipse and the trail-

ing edge circle in a slope-continuous manner.

Additional control points for the tension spline that

are equispaced in the axial direction are introduced

as necessary. These points provide additional con-

trol over the shape of the upper surface. The lower

surface of the airfoil between the lower leading

edge ellipse and the trailing edge circle is obtained
in a similar manner.

71 !i:
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Figure 1. Schematic of a generic airfoil showing location of nodal points on the airfoil surface and the

defining angles used in the parameterization of the airfoil geometry.

A total of 13 geometric parameters were used to
define the airfoil geometries in the current study.

These parameters are listed below:

(1) Leading edge and trailing edge airfoil metal

angles (2 parameters).

(2) Eccentricity of upper leading edge ellipse (1

parameter).

(3) Angles defining the extent of the leading edge

ellipse (2 parameters).

(4) Angles defining the extent of the trailing edge

circle (2 parameters).

(5) Airfoil thickness values at the leading edge (2

parameters).

(6) Airfoil y-coordinate values (see fig. 1) at mid-

chord on the upper surface and lower surfaces

(2 parameters).

(7) Airfoil y-coordinate values (see fig. 1) at

intermediate points on the upper surface (2

parameters).

These parameters were adequate to obtain an accu-

rate representation of the reference airfoils, and

acceptable modified shapes required by the optimi-

zation procedure could be obtained by varying

these parameters.

Unsteady Aerodynamic Analysis

Unsteady aerodynamic analyses of the turbine

stage configurations required during the redesign

process were obtained using the ROTOR-2 com-

puter code (ref. 19). This code solves the unsteady,
two-dimensional, thin-layer Navier-Stokes equa-

tions for rotor-stator configurations in a time-accu-
rate manner. Three-dimensional effects of stream-

tube contraction are also modeled. The computa-
tional method used is a third-order-accurate, itera-

tive-implicit, upwind-biased scheme that solves the

time-dependent, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

equations. Details regarding the solution methodol-

ogy can be found elsewhere (ref. 19).



Theflowdomainisdiscretizedusingasystemof
patchedandoverlaidgrids;thegridsattachedtothe
rotorairfoilscanmoverelativetothegridsattached
to thestatorairfoil to simulatetherotormotion.
Figure2showsthestatorandrotorairfoilcross
sectionsatmidspanfor thereferenceturbine
design.Thereferencedesignhas38airfoilsin the
statorrowand52in therotorrow.Tosimulatethis
flowatleast19statorairfoilsand26rotorairfoils
wouldhavetobemodeledasasystem.Thecompu-
tationalexpenseof suchasimulationcanbe
reducedconsiderablybymodifyingthenumberof
statorairfoilsto39,sincethiswouldpermitasimu-
lationwith threestatorandfourrotorairfoilsasa
systemwithperiodicityconditionsto accountfor
therestof theairfoils.Themodificationof thesta-
tor airfoilcountisaccomplishedbyrescalingthe
statorgeometrybyafactorof 38/39andkeeping
thepitch-to-chordratiothesameastheactual
design.Thisrescalingisrelativelyminorandisnot
expectedto significantlyaltermostof therelevant
featuresof theflow.

Figure2alsoshowsthegridsystemusedtodis-
cretizetheflowdomain.Eachairfoilhastwogrids
associatedwithit: aninner"O" gridthatcontains
theairfoilandanouter"H'"gridthatconformsto
theexternalboundaries.Fortheanalysesper-
formedhere,eachinnerO-gridhas151pointsin
thecircumferentialdirectionand41pointsin the
wall-normaldirection.EachouterH-gridhas100
pointsin theaxialdirectionand71pointsin the
transversedirection.Forthesakeof clarity,only
someof thegridpointsareshownin figure2.

Thedependentvariablesareinitializedto
freestreamvaluesandtheequationsof motionare
thenintegratedtoconvergence,subjecttothe
boundaryconditions.Theflowparametersthatare
specifiedarethepressureratioacrosstheturbine
airfoil (ratioof exitstaticpressuretoinlettotal
pressure),theinletMachnumber,andtheinletflow
angle.

Rotor

_ Direction of
Rotor Motion

Stator

Inner 0-(

Figure 2. Turbine geometry (at midspan

reference design) and computional grid used.

of

Optimization Problem Formulation

The goal of the redesign is to improve the unsteady

aerodynamic performance of the turbine by opti-

mizing the shape of the stator vane (the rotor blade

geometry is kept the same). This is accomplished

by formulating an objective function that mini-

mizes the unsteady amplitudes Pi on the stator

vane subject to the constraint that the tangential
force on the airfoil does not change from the refer-

ence design by more than 1%. The pressure ampli-

;1 !!



tude Pi is used as a measure of the unsteadiness in
the flow field and is defined as the difference

between the maximum and minimum pressures

occurring over a complete cycle at each point on

the airfoil surface. (For the stator vane, a cycle is a

rotor pitch; for the rotor blade, a cycle is a stator

pitch.) Thus, the pressure amplitude ,bi is defined
as:

17i = (Pi, max- Pi, min)cycle (l)

In the current redesign the goal is to improve

unsteady aerodynamic performance by eliminating
the shock. The presence of the unsteady shock in

the reference design results in large unsteady pres-

sure amplitudes. Thus the pressure amplitudes are
directly related to the shock strength. Hence it is

assumed that a reduction in the unsteady ampli-
tudes on the stator vane will result in a weakened

shock. The results obtained demonstrate the valid-

ity of this assumption.

Neural Net-Based Redesign Procedure

The redesign procedure used here is based on Rai

and Madavan (ref. 15). The procedure uses a

sequence of response surfaces based on both neural

networks and polynomial fits to traverse the design

space in search of the optimal solution. A tech-

nique called parameter-based partitioning of the

design space is used, where the functional depen-

dence of the variables of interest (e.g., pressure)

with respect to some of the design parameters is

represented using neural networks, and the func-
tional dependence with respect to the remaining

parameters is represented using polynomials. The

power of neural networks and the economy of low-

order polynomials (in terms of number of simula-

tions required and network training requirements)

are thus effectively combined. The method

(ref. 15) can be viewed as a variant of Response

Surface Methodology (ref. 20, 21), or RSM, where

the response surfaces are constructed using both

neural networks and polynomials. Traditional RSM

uses only low-order polynomials in constructing

the response surfaces.

The method of Rai and Madavan (refl 15) uses

polynomial approximations on multidimensional

simplexes. An s-dimensional simplex is a spatial

configuration of s dimensions determined by s+ 1

equispaced vertices, on a hypersphere of unit
radius, in a space of dimension equal to s. (By this

definition, a two-dimensional simplex is an equilat-

eral triangle that is circumscribed by a unit circle.)

This approach assumes that the local variation of

the design objective function can be accurately rep-

resented using low-order polynomials, which is

very often the case. The polynomial fit on this sim-

plex together with the trained neural network rep-

resents a composite response surface. The

optimization procedure then uses a sequence of

such composite response surfaces to traverse

through the design space in search of the optimal
solution.

Following Rai and Madavan (ref. 15), parameter-

based partitioning of the design space is accom-

plished in the following manner. Since the varia-

tion of the unsteady pressure amplitudes along the
airfoil surfaces is typically far more complicated

than the variation with small changes in geometric

parameter values, a neural network is used only to

represent unsteady pressure amplitude variation in

physical space. The three-layer neural network

(with two hidden layers) shown in figure 3 is used

for this purpose. The first node in the input layer is

a bias node (input of 1.0). The second set of nodes

is used to specify the physical location. Since we

are dealing with two-dimensional geometries only,

physical location is specified by a single parame-
ter: the axial location on the airfoil surface.

Figure 3 shows a third set of input nodes that are
not activated in this study, but may be used in cases

where the functional behavior of the pressure

amplitudes with some of the geometric parameters
is "complex" and one wishes to use the neural net-

work to represent this behavior.

The variation of the unsteady pressure amplitudes

with the geometry parameters is approximated

using simple polynomials. Since a linear variation

is assumed, the points at which the pressure ampli-
tude data are determined are located at the vertices

of a simplex of dimension equal to the number of

geometry parameters,
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Figure 3. Schematic of the three-layer feed-
forward neural network used in this study.

The optimization strategy used here to redesign the

turbine airfoil geometry starting from the reference

design can be summarized as follows:

1. Populate the design space in the vicinity of the

reference geometry. The reference design geome-

try serves as the centroid of the first simplex in

the optimization process. A simplex in design

space is constructed around this centroid and

unsteady aerodynamic analyses (computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations) at each of the

vertices (a linear variation is assumed) are
obtained.

2. Train the neural networks and compute the

polynomial coefficients to define the composite

response surface. The input nodes of the neural

nets will typically contain parameters that corre-

spond to the physical location on the airfoil and

those geometric parameters that give rise to
"complex" surface pressure variations. The neu-

ral nets are trained and the polynomial coeffi-

cients that define the pressure variation within

the simplex are computed. The trained neural

networks in combination with the polynomial fit

then constitutes the composite response surface
(ref. 15).

3. Search the region of the design space repre-

sented by the composite response surface. A con-

jugate gradient method was used in this study to
perform this constrained search. Geometrical and

other constraints can be incorporated within this

search procedure easily. In addition, constraints

that limit the search procedure to the volume of

the simplex are also incorporated in the search.

4. Relocate the simplex. If the local optimum

obtained in the previous step lies on the bound-

aries of the simplex then this point is chosen as

the new centroid and steps 1-4 are repeated until
the search culminates inside the simplex. How-

ever, the process can be stopped at any time

when the design is deemed adequate.

5. Validate the design. As a final step in the pro-
cess the unsteady aerodynamic analysis is carried

out for the geometry corresponding to the opti-
mal design to determine the adequacy and qual-

ity of the design.

Implementation Details

The optimization procedure was initiated from the

reference design. The process focused on the suc-
tion surface of the stator vane. Although 13 geo-

metric parameters were used to represent the stator

vane, only 5 of these parameters that were related

to defining the suction surface were considered. A

linear variation in the parameters was assumed,

resulting in a five-dimensional simplex (with six

vertices) at each design optimization step. The pro-

cess of constructing new simplexes and searching

for the local optimum was repeated 3 times.

Each of the six 3-layer nets (representing the six

vertices of the simplex) had two input nodes, one
for the bias and one for the axial location, and one

output neuron. The first and second hidden layers

had 15 and 7 neurons, respectively, for a total of
136 connection weights. Thus, the total number of

connection weights for all six nets was 816. During

the training process the training error was reduced

by about four orders of magnitude from the initial

value. Further details regarding the training process
can be found in Rai and Madavan (ref. 14, 15).
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Results

The neural net-based redesign method was used to

optimize the unsteady performance of the reference

turbine. This optimization yielded a modified

design. Detailed comparisons with the reference

design are presented in this section.

Comparison of Stator Vane Geometry for

Reference and Modified Designs

Figure 4 compares the stator vane geometry for the

reference and modified designs. It is worth noting

that the geometry of the modified design obtained

at the end of the optimization process is very close

to that of the reference design. The suction surface

has been thinned out in the aft region, and the loca-

tion of the point where the maximum thickness
occurs (the airfoil "crown") has moved slightly

downstream. Since the geometry modifications are

slight, the effect on flow angles and other mean

flow parameters is small. However, the impact on

the unsteady flow features through the turbine

stage is quite substantial, as the following results
will show.

Comparison of Flow Parameters for

Reference and Modified Designs

Table 1 compal:ed the flow parameters for the refer-

ence and modified designs. The differences

between the overall flow parameters in the two

cases are very small. This is to be expected, since

the geometry has been modified very slightly from

the reference design.

Static Pressure Variation on Airfoils

Figure 5 shows the time-averaged static pressure
variation on the stator vane. The reference pres-

sure, Pt, ref, in this case is the total pressure at the
stator inlet. The static pressure is time-averaged

over a stator cycle which corresponds to the rotor

blades moving by a distance equal to that between

adjacent rotor blades (i.e., rotor pitch). The major

difference between the time-averaged pressures on

the reference and modified designs is along the

suction surface where the loadings are quite differ-

ent. Also, the sharp pressure minimum toward the

trailing edge of the stator vane in the reference

design has been smoothed out in the modified

design.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the stator vane geometries

for the reference and modified designs.
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Figure 5. Comparison of time-averaged pressure
distributions on the stator vanes for the reference

and modified designs.



Thevariationof time-averagedpressureson the

rotor blades is compared for the reference and

modified designs in figure 6. The reference pres-

sure, Pt, ref, in this case is the relative total pres-
sure at the inlet to the rotor row, and the time-

averaging is performed over one rotor cycle which

corresponds to the rotor blades moving by a dis-

tance equal to that between the stator blades (i.e.,

stator pitch). Since the rotor blade geometry was

not modified, the difference in time-averaged pres-

sures between the reference and modified designs

is quite small and is limited to the vicinity of the

leading edge of the blade. This small change is a

result of the flow field being altered by the modi-
fied stator vane.
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Figure 6. Comparison of the time-averaged
pressure distributions on the rotor blades for the

reference and modified designs.

Unsteady Pressure Amplitudes on Airfoils

A quantitative measure of the unsteadiness in the

flow can be obtained from the unsteady pressure

amplitudes on the surfaces of the stator and rotor

airfoils. The pressure amplitudes ,b are defined as
the difference between the maximum and mini-

mum pressures occurring over a complete cycle at

each point on the airfoil surface (see eqn. 1.)

The pressure amplitudes on the stator vanes for the

reference and modified designs are shown in

figure 7. The abscissa on figure 7 is the axial dis-

tance x (normalized by the stator axial chord, c)

along the stator vane measured from the leading

edge (x/c = -1.0) along the suction surface to the

trailing edge (x/c = 0.0) and then back to the lead-

ing edge along the pressure surface (x/c = 1.0). It

is evident from the figure that the high unsteady

interaction effects in the reference design have

been reduced substantially in the modified design.

In particular, the maximum pressure amplitude that

is located at the trailing edge of the vane has been

reduced by about 30%. As noted earlier (ref. 6), the

large pressure amplitudes are caused by the pres-

ence of an unsteady moving shock in the gap

region. The reduced pressure amplitudes in the
modified design indicate that the strength of this
sh_k has been reduceddrastically and itsdetri-

mental effects have been mitigated.
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Figure 7. Comparison of the pressure amplitude
distributions on the stator vanes for the reference

and modified designs.

The pressure amplitudes on the rotor blades for the
reference and modified designs are shown in

figure 8. Unlike in figure 7, the abscissa on figure 8
is the axial distance x (normalized by the rotor

axial chord, c) along the rotor blade measured from

the trailing edge (x/c = -1.0) along the suction

surface to the leading edge (x/c = 0.0) and then
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backto thetrailingedgealongthepressuresurface
(x/c = 1.0).Althoughthetime-averagedpressure
ontherotorbladeishardlyaffectedbythestator
vanemodification,theunsteadypressuresonthe
rotorbladesareconsiderablyreducedin themodi-
fieddesign.At theleadingedge,thereductionis
againabout30%.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the pressure amplitude
distributions on the rotor blades for the reference

and modified designs.

It is important to note that the reduction of

unsteady effects in the modified design is due pri-

marily to the weakening of the shock. The

unsteadiness due to potential flow interactions and
wake/blade interactions between the stator vanes

and rotor blades continues to be present since the

axial gap between the vanes and blades was not

changed in the optimization process.

Instantaneous Contours in the Flow

Figures 9 and 10 compare the instantaneous pres-
sure contours in the flow for the reference and

modified designs, respectively. These contours

show the overall features of the time-averaged

pressure distributions on the vane and blade sur-
faces shown earlier. For example, there is very little

pressure variation on the forward half of the stator

vane in both designs, and most of the flow expan-
sion occurs on the latter half of the vanes. The

major difference between the reference and modi-
fied designs is the unsteady shock in the gap

region. This shock can be seen clearly in the refer-

ence design, while the flow in the modified design

appears shock-free. In the reference design, the
shock lies on the vane surface and impinges upon

the rotor blades as they pass by the vanes. This
unsteady shock and its motion is one of the causes

of the large time variations in the vane and blade

surface pressures seen in figure 7 and figure 8,

respectively. This shock is entirely due to the inter-
action between the stator and rotor airfoils. The

slight change in the stator vane geometry on the
suction side of the modified design effectively

weakens the shock strength. It is important to note

that figure 9 and figure 10 represent different

instances in the rotor blade passing cycle. The time

instances correspond to the rotor position when the
instantaneous Mach number in the flow field is

maximum and was chosen to represent the worst-
case scenario.

Instantaneous Mach number contours are shown in

figure 11 and figure 12 for the reference and modi-

fied designs, respectively. The maximum instanta-
neous Mach number is noted to be 1.33 in the

reference design and 1.13 in the modified design.

While pressure contours, in general, highlight only

the inviscid aspects of the flow, Mach number con-

tours also highlight the viscous aspects, such as

boundary layers and wakes. The shock-wake inter-
action in the reference design can be clearly seen in

figure 11. Despite the unusually high turning

angles, the contours show no indication of bound-

ary-layer separation.
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Figure 9. Instantaneous pressure contours in the
flow for the reference design.

Figure 10. Instantaneous pressure contours in the

flow for the modified design.
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Figure I 1. Instantaneous Mach number contours in

the flow for the reference design.

\

Figure 12. Instantaneous Mach number contours in

the flow for the modified design.
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Computing Time Requirements References

The time required to compute the unsteady CFD

simulations represents almost all of the computing

time required. The time required to train the neural

nets and search the design space is negligible in

comparison. The redesign was accomplished in

three optimization steps, with seven (six vertices
plus the centroid) CFD simulations being required

at each step. Each CFD simulation required about 5

hours of single-processor CPU time on a Cray C-

90. The total computing time required for the rede-

sign was thus about 100 hours.
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